The curriculum for materials and construction for bachelor’s in architecture at The Royal Danish Academy is organized as a full-time course of five weeks at the beginning of the second year. Under the title ‘Materialer’ the approximately 150 students are presented to lectures, workshops, debates, a syllabus and asked to complete a written assignment and a practical assignment. This presentation focus on the practical assignment comprising a majority of the course.

The assignment is to reconstruct a particular building detail from a pre-selected work of architecture. It is assigned the title ‘biopsy’ as a reference to the medical method of extracting matter from bodies revealing an ‘inner’ that is inaccessible from the surface. Though the architectural biopsy in this case does not in fact remove matter from the works themselves, a main focus of the assignment is to represent the detail as true to the reality as possible.

We discourage conceptual creativity from the students in order to focus on information search, drawing analysis and qualified guessing in the case where information is unavailable. Representation of materials is avoided in favor of material plainness. The assignment generates a range of discussions: Where is a biopsy taken to best reveal the inner? Where do you cut to create a biopsy and not a module? What is the difference between a casting surface, a component surface and a cut surface?
The assignment refrain from assigning a particular moral position on the relation between architectural expression and the use of material resources. Through exposing the students to the material reality of the works, we wish to allow for their own critical approach to architectural materiality.

In the presentation we discuss the approach to teaching materials and construction in a relation between the substance matter and the more speculative aspects of architectural production.
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